
Easy to use: 
LCD display, buttons, 

menu in multiple 
languages

Designed for industrial use: 
IP54 dust and 

water resistance, 
shock resistance

The transceiver can only be used with internet access and 
subscription to the Anico eChat service. 

Long battery life: 
4000 mAh battery

Bluetooth and 
Wi-Fi compatibility

Small size 
and lightweight

Loud, excellent 
sound quality

eChat PoC transceivers use the internet to connect to a central eChat server run by our company. This 
ensures a virtually infinite communication range even across borders, without the need for installing your 
own repeater stations and paying license fees. 

Their compact dimensions and affordable price make eChat e350 transceivers stand out from the 
competition in their category of PoC radios.  IP54 water and dust resistance make it ideal for use in 
industrial and wet environments.  There are no confusing buttons on the main panel, however, a narrow 
and clearly legible LCD display helps navigation in the menus easy for any user. The high capacity 
battery is a guarantee that the radio will hold out even on long working days.

Wired and wireless 
Bluetooth 

accessories



Network:

Frequency:

Size:

Weight:

Display:

Keyboard:

Battery:

Interface:

Protection:

OS: 

Language of Menu: 

Processor: 

Memory (RAM3ROM):

Card slot:

WLAN:

Location:

Military standard:

1 pc. eChat PoC transceiver

1 pc. 4000 mAh battery

1 pc. EU adapter

1 pc. USB adapter

1 pc. belt clip

Parameters of eChat E350 PoC transceiver:

eChat E350 PoC IP transceiver box contains:

LTE / WCDMA / GSM

TDD: B38 / B39 / B40 / B41
FDD: B1 / B3 / B5 / B7 / B8 / B20 / B28

WCDMA: B1 / B8

GSM: B3 / B8

88 × 54,5 × 29,8 mm (Without Antenna)

ca. 200g (With Antenna and Battery)

1 inch LCD, 128 × 48

PTT, Fn, Power, SOS, Knob

14,8 Wh, 4000 mAh, 3,7 V

Type - C USB (USB 2.0 / Headphone)

IP54

Deeply Customized OS Based On Android 7.0  

Multilingual

Quad A53 

512 MB + 4 GB

1 micro SIM

802.11 b/g/n, 2,4 GHz

GPS / AGPS

MIL-STD-810 G




